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      Raymond Williams: A Short Counter-Revolution amply demonstrates the continuing relevance of Williams’s analysis, from the early 1980s, to our current situation; after thirty years of neoliberalism his insights still read as freshly and as incisively as they first did. Jim McGuigan’s new chapter explicitly extends the lines of continuity from then to now, in a persuasive and at times appropriately critical way. Williams’s concluding chapter, ‘Resources for a Journey of Hope’ remains as inspiring, and as necessary, as ever.




  
          Simon Dentith




              


    
      



 


 
      t's great that Towards 2000 is revisited. Jim McGuigan's preface to this edition and his remarkable up-dating chapter A Short Counter Revolution draw upon a formidable range of reference to illustrate why this work is as fresh and insightful today as it was 30 years ago."




  
          Derek Tatton
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